
Introducing Rising™

Unparalleled Sophistication in Monitor Arms 
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Elevated Design
and Finish Options

While many disregard monitor arms as purely
functional necessities, Fellowes recognized
that the monitor arm is one of the most viewed

towards the rear of the desk. Designed with
sophistication and elegance from the inside out,

functional beauty.

Choose between standard,  

all carefully curated to enhance 
your space

Standard Finishes
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In-Trend Finishes

Premium Finishes

Premium Finishes
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No Hassle Assembly with  
Configuration Options

Rising is a design-forward, ergonomic  
monitor arm that easily adjusts to you,  

 
to your workspace.
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Introducing SnapKinect™ 
Traditional monitor arms require 
specialized tools and lengthy instructions 
for proper installation. With Rising, the 
SnapKinect connection system allows  
the arm to be assembled and installed 
in 3 easy steps – so you can get to work 
faster than ever. 

STEP 3

STEP 1

STEP 2
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Rising is thoughtfully engineered with RotationStop™ —  
a revolutionary new feature that enables you to adjust your 

 
to protect people and equipment, RotationStop can help  
you keep your monitor swing under control and within  
a pre-determined swing range. 

one, two or three computer screens along with various 

With its  
paths to productivity.

EX1-FM

RISING RISING 2 EX1-F EX1-FF

EX2-FM

EX1-M EX1-MS EX2-F EX2-FF

EX2-FMS EX2-MEX2-FS

EX2-MS EX3-FF EX3-FMS
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Built to Last 

Rising’s monitor arms’ high quality materials 

reliability and lifespan. Rising was designed to 
Fellowes’ industry-leading quality standards 
and built with cast aluminium parts for years 
of dependable use, and is backed with a new 
Lifetime Warranty.

 

monitor if you prefer to stand up, sit comfortably, share work 
with a colleague, make space on your desk, or focus closely. 

 
no time-consuming disassembly required.
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The Most Comprehensive Monitor Arm Range from Any Brand

For more information on Rising, and to see full product options  
new. fellowes.com/rising

Family-Owned and Family-Led
by Four Generations

organization focused on making the world we live in a better place.

FAMILY

How we shape the world of work today
has a profound impact on the world 

of tomorrow. By building sustainability
and stewardship into every level of our

organization, we can protect the  
WorkLife potential of our children  

and grandchildren.

Fellowes GIVE is a purpose-led initiative 
that Fellowes invests in, allowing us to 
partner with organizations to make the 

world a better place.

began presenting his original Bankers 

addressed a growing problem: 
disorganized paper records. Today, 

Fellowes Brands is a global leader in  
a broad range of innovative solutions 

which help professionals be their best 
and feel their best.

EPPA™

SENA™
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